Host SM_Darlene says:
Prelude: Last time on ACTD Kootenai Station…

The XO, CNS & CMO were captured, tied up and gagged when they attempted to disable another one of the lab technicians as he exited the weapons lab.  They are now sitting on the floor against a wall in the weapons lab.  So far they have not seen any signs of the crystals in the lab.

The CTO, CEO, CSO, Bailey, Shira Donno & Ens. Thomson are approaching the stairwell leading down to the weapons lab, following tricorder readings and telepathic communications from the CNS to the CEO.

The weapon is almost ready to be activated and tested and there is much commotion in the weapons lab as the technicians complete preparations.

The Erie and Seahawk have rendezvoused and plans have been made to engage a small fleet of Order of Rameus ships, which are on the way to Argolla Prime, ETA 31 minutes.

@Team 1
Commander Kerst-Team Leader=Krizra Tarzi
LtJG. Torez=Krizra Martia
LtJG. Sovok=Dr. Palmar Krin

#Team 2 & 3
Commander Danforth-Team Leader=Danfro Lyle
Ensign Thomson-NPC=Krizra Safa
Ensign Rodchester-NPC=Shira Donno

Commander Corjet-Team Leader=Tiraz Randy
Lieutenant Taliza=Taliza Cal
LtJG. Bailey-NPC=Booboo

%USS Seahawk

Cast of Characters

Chad Snyder as CO Commander/Captain Micjoran Pavielion & TO Bailey
Brian Wachendorf as XO Commander P’Dar Kerst
Randy Tirazona as CEO Commander Corjet Randy
Eric VanSickle as CSO Lieutenant Taliza Cal
Juanita Wilson as CNS LtJG. Alana Torez & NPC OPS


Guest Appearance
SM-Darlene Wise as SC Admiral Valar Mitchell, Seahawk crew & Erie relief crew
Kytra Seliquini as Shira Donno

Host SM_Darlene says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Resume Kootenai Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Cussing at the lab technician through the gag in his mouth:: Technician: Mmphf…..

CSO_Taliza says:
#::Waits for the signal to enter the room to collect the XO's team::

Host Adm_Mitchell-Seahawk says:
%::Sitting in the command chair on the Bridge of the Seahawk just ending the COM with CO Pavielion:: FCO: Take us to 139 Mark 2 and hold position.

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Looks up to Bailey:: TO: Just a bit further.  ::Turns to the rest of the team::

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@~~~CEO: Is that you?  I know you are near but where are you now?  We are tied up and gagged in a lab with twelve men and a huge weapon~~~

Host TO_Bailey says:
#::Continues to bound down the stairs to the end, trying to suck in his gut and not get stuck again::

CEO_Corjet says:
#ALL: Get ready. ::Continues to follow the others::

Host SM_Darlene says:
%<Seahawk FCO> Admiral: Aye, Sir.  ::Taps the console:: Heading 139 Mark 2.

CSO_Taliza says:
#::Following CEO and the bounding Bailey::

Host SM_Darlene says:
%ACTION: The Seahawk leaves the Erie and heads for the designated position.

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@~~~CEO: Please answer, I must warn you, be careful.  There are twelve men in here with XO, CMO and myself~~~

Shira_Donno says:
#::Follows the CEO::

CEO_Corjet says:
#~~~CNS: Yes, we're almost there, Counselor, try not to worry.  I'll signal you when to distract them.  Do the best you can and try to keep them away from the entrance.  ::Pulls off his makeshift sling and puts his pack on his back::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Continues to cuss through the gag:: Technician: Hmpg mphf hmf hmmpppffff!

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@~~~CEO: Okay, I will try to get their attention but we are tied up so we won't be too much help~~~  ::Nods to herself then nudges the XO::

TO_Bailey says:
#::Looks for anything that he can squeeze and pulverize if it jumps out at them::

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Smiles:: ~~~CNS: Any help will greatly be appreciated.  Just do what you can even if it's only for a few moments~~~

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Stops cursing at the technician  and looks over at Alana::

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Whispers so everyone can hear:: ALL: The CSO and myself will try to disable the weapon.  The rest of you run for the XO's team and try to take out the engineers.  Everything's going to go very fast once we enter the room.  We'll try to assist when we can.

Host SM_Darlene says:
#ACTION: The CEO/CTO teams proceed slowly down the stairwell leading to the weapons lab.

Shira_Donno says:
#::Nods, listening to the CEO::

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Blinks eyes wildly and shakes her head up and down, trying to manage a smile::

CEO_Corjet says:
#~~~CNS: I think we're close, Counselor~~~

CSO_Taliza says:
#::Listens and prepares to enter the weapons lab::

TO_Bailey says:
#::Grips his weapons tightly and continues to move down the stairs::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: There is a lot of commotion in the weapons lab.  The technicians are all running around in preparation for the testing phase.

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Furrows his brows as he tries to figure out what the CNS is trying to say::

TO_Bailey says:
#::Is starting to feel “goosey”::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: Bailey almost gets stuck in the stairwell again but manages to turn sideways just in time.

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Pauses:: ALL: Once I give the signal the CNS and the rest of the XO's team will try to distract the technicians in the room.  At that moment, we'll all rush in.  Got it?  ::Starts feeling more and more nervous with each step::

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Nods her head and looks pointedly toward the door and back at XO again, several times::

CSO_Taliza says:
#::Nods::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Sees the CNS nod to the door.  Thinks: Yes, that's the door, so?  Suddenly he thinks he understands::

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Begins to lie down on the floor and take a position to roll forward::

TO_Bailey says:
#::Hotfoots it down the stairs and tries to get there quicker and gain momentum so he won't get stuck::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Tries to position himself to roll into a technician::

CSO_Taliza says:
#::Prepares his tools::

Host SM_Darlene says:
#ACTION: The CEO/CTO team reaches the door to the lab.  The light above the door is not lit.

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Pulls his pack off and repositions it so it's in front of him then opens the top of it so he can quickly access its contents::

TO_Bailey says:
#::Arrives at the bottom and stops, looks at the door through the dim light::

CSO_Taliza says:
#All: Stand back, I'll open this thing.  ::Tries to turn the doorknob::

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Sighs and flexes his right arm::

TO_Bailey says:
#::Is so angry that he is starting to become costive.  Grips his weapon and prepares to barrel into the room::

Host SM_Darlene says:
#ACTION: The door does not open.

CSO_Taliza says:
#Self: Hmm… locked.  CEO: Give me my lock picking tools.

Host SM_Darlene says:
#ACTION: There is no lock to pick.

CEO_Corjet says:
#~~~CNS: The door is locked. Get ready.  If you hear the door open and the technicians looking towards it start distracting them.  If not, wait for my signal~~~

CSO_Taliza says:
#CEO: Forget it.  No physical lock to pick.  ::Looks for a keypad lock::

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Pulls out some of his equipment.  Pulls out his micro laser cutter:: CSO: Try this.

Shira_Donno says:
#::Waits outside the door, trying to think of a way to open it::

CSO_Taliza says:
#CEO: That might do the trick.  Got goggles?

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@~~~CEO: believe me, we cannot do anything until we do hear from you cause we’ve got no where to go~~~

TO_Bailey says:
#::Looks at the CEO::  CEO: I could always try to mow it down, Sir.

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Starts scanning the door with his tricorder in passive mode then pulls out some goggles and hands it to him::

CSO_Taliza says:
#TO: We don't want those people inside to hear us!

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Smiles and giggles:: TO: That would take a great amount of your energy Bailey. ::Nods:: Thanks, but it would best be used for taking down the technicians.

CSO_Taliza says:
#::Adjusts laser and fires beam::

TO_Bailey says:
#::Hopes that the technicians don't have weapons, has an urge to mangle as many as possible::

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Pulls out his phaser and holds it in his left hand.  Then pulls out some of his custom made tools for the Argollian Crystals:: Self: I surely hope these work.

CSO_Taliza says:
#::Cuts through the jamb::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: The lab technicians are so busy inside the lab they do not notice someone is trying to open the door.

CEO_Corjet says:
#~~~CNS: Start your distraction!~~~

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@~~~CEO: On it!~~~

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Becomes very nervous and anxious:: ALL: As soon as that door opens!  You know your duties.  Taliza and myself will head for the weapon, trying to take out some of the technicians as we go.. The rest of you get the XO's team free then mop up!

CSO_Taliza says:
#CEO: Almost there.

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Starts rocking in place, getting ready to run through the door::

Host SM_Darlene says:
#ACTION: The door to the lab opens a crack.

CSO_Taliza says:
#CEO: Got it.  ::Starts to push the door open more::

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Nudges XO once again and begins to push her feet off the wall to roll into one of the technicians::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@Watches the CNS try to roll into a technician then gets his feet under him and lurches towards a technician::

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Rolls into one of the technicians and pushes him off balance::

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Takes a deep breath:: ALL: GO!  ::Quickly rushes in after the others.  He sees a couple of technicians at the control station of the weapon.  Quickly he stuns them::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Rolls into one of the technician’s legs::

TO_Bailey says:
@::Rockets into the lab and dives behind a pile of experiments on a table then begins firing at those near the XO's team::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: As the CEO & CTO teams burst through the door, one of the lab technicians standing on the platform activates the weapon system.  Flashing lights fill the lab and an alarm sounds.  The ceiling of the lab begins sliding open and the weapon's platform starts slowly moving upwards.

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Enters room and rushes toward the weapon::

Shira_Donno says:
@::Rushes into the room, looking around quickly::

TO_Bailey says:
@::Sees that the weapons is moving, is so furious that he tucks his phaser away, grabs a large pipe, runs towards a control panel and begins butchering the technicians::

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Looks up as she rolls under the lab table, seeing the lights begin to flash::

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Tries to get to the weapon before it gets too high::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: The away team rushes into the lab, the technicians are caught off guard and hand-to-hand combat commences.

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: One of the technicians tries to stop the CSO.

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Looks over towards where the CSO is, then screams:: CSO: Cal, watch it!

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Hears Randy's warning and does a little Jeet Kun Do on a technician's rear end and a wicked side-kick to the solar plexus::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: The CSO is unsuccessful in stopping the upward motion of the platform.

TO_Bailey says:
@::Starts to hack at a few technicians with the large pipe::

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Sees another technician in his way to the crystal compartment chamber and stuns her as he approaches then opens the crystal chamber.  Looks it over and pulls out one of his custom tools then inserts it into the chamber and towards the feedback crystal::

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Tries another sequence to lower the weapon::

Shira_Donno says:
@::Moves to untie the XO::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: Shira Donno unties the XO and moves to the CNS.

TO_Bailey says:
@::Mars a technician with his pipe and disfigures another one with a blow across the jaw::

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Bumps into a table leg and stops, waiting for the team to untie her::

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Sighs and takes a deep breath as he starts preparing the crystals for removal::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Stands:: Shira: Thanks.

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: Other Order of Rameus members hear the alarm and rush towards the lab.

CSO_Taliza says:
@CEO: Randy!  You have the crystals?

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: The platform continues to rise.

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Picks up a heavy tool, tests it weight in his hands, tests it strength against a technician’s skull::  CEO/CSO: Cal, Randy I'm glad to see you, now STOP THAT THING!

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Looks up at person who is untying her then reaches up and takes the gag out of her mouth::

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Screams amongst all the commotion:: ALL: We can't let this weapon reach the surface!!! ::Quickly starts the removal sequence for the frequency attenuator crystal::

Shira_Donno says:
@::Begins to untie the CNS, but fumbles with the knots::

TO_Bailey says:
@::Rushes to the door, slams it shut and shoves a large table in front of it, places a large bar across the door to prevent any entrance::

CEO_Corjet says:
@CSO: On them!

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Decides reversing isn't going to work, so tries to stop the platform::  XO: On that now, Sir!

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Prepares the removal of the other crystals in proper order:: CSO: Have you disabled that control panel? ::Moves over to the feedback crystal and slowly starts to remove it::

TO_Bailey says:
@::Turns as a technician grabs him, takes his pipe and completely deforms the man's face::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@CSO: The mail control panel appears to be there!  ::Points:: Get on it!

CSO_Taliza says:
@CEO: I'm trying to stop and reverse that platform.

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Crawls up from under the table as Shira fumbles with ropes::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: The weapons lab quickly turns into a bloody mess as the Away Team fights to disable all the technicians.

CSO_Taliza says:
@XO: Aye, Sir! ::Goes to the main control panel::

Shira_Donno says:
@::Gets the knots out and finishes untying the CNS:: CNS: Sorry, Sir.

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Moves towards CSO::

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Nods while he pulls out the feedback crystal and inserts it into his pack:: ALL: One down! ::Moves inside the crystal chamber and starts removing the frequency attenuator and control crystal::

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@Shira: That's all right.  Now look for a panel in that weapon, a way to take those crystals out!

TO_Bailey says:
@::Takes his pipe and runs through the lab, hacking and contorting all the technicians that he can catch::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@CSO: Hand me your weapon.

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Reaches the panel then hands XO his weapon::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: Bailey's uniform is not only muddy but is also bloody.

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Takes CSO weapons, ensures it on heavy stun and starts laying into the remaining technician trying to miss Bailey::

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Turns around and sees one technician lunge at him with a laser cutter.  Moves out of the way and slams his head into the crystal chamber wall then drags him out of the way and continues his work::

TO_Bailey says:
@::Winces as a technician throws a large piece of equipment at him, his eyes turn red.  He catches the man and begins to gnaw on him::

Shira_Donno says:
@::Nods and dashes over to the platform, looking over the panel::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@Bailey: BAILEY!

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Runs over to the platform and climbs on.  Makes her way to the CEO::

TO_Bailey says:
@::Lets the bleeding technician go and turns to the XO with his pipe in one hand::  XO: Sir?  ::Looks for more technicians::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@CNS: Take Randy's weapon and cover him!

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Hacks into the weapons' computer system and commands the platform to lower::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: All the lab technicians have been disabled, mostly due to Bailey rampage.

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@Bailey : Secure the door!

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@CEO: Sir, this panel is stuck, did you bring a laser cutter?

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@Shira: Tend to our wounded then cover these men.

TO_Bailey says:
@::Points towards the pile in front of the door and the large bar across it::  XO: Done, Sir.

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: The platform continues to rise and is about half way from being completely outside of the structure.

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Enters another command to lower the platform or at least to stop it::

Shira_Donno says:
@::Nods to the XO and begins attending to the wounded officers::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@Bailey: There’s an observation lounge.  ::Points::  Be prepared for attack from there or the door.

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: The platform continues to rise.

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Looks over at the crystal control panel and then moves over to continue his work::

CSO_Taliza says:
@Aloud: Dammit!  ::Slams his fists into controls::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@CSO: Report!

CEO_Corjet says:
@CNS: I have one!

TO_Bailey says:
@::Picks up a few squirming technicians and launches them at the door, to build up the blockade::  XO: Aye, Sir.

CSO_Taliza says:
@XO: Unable to stop the platform.

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@CSO: Unacceptable!

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@CEO: Report!

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: Bailey begins piling up bloody bodies in front of the lab door.

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Tries to find the plug to pull, maybe it'll stop with no juice::

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Pulls out another crystal and then looks over to the crystal control panel.  Quickly removes another one:: XO: 3 out of 5, Sir! ::Dives back in after handing the laser cutter to the CNS::

CEO_Corjet says:
@CNS: Aye! That's the emitter crystal!

TO_Bailey says:
@::Drags a few more technicians and hangs them upside down from his blockade::

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Catches the cutter::

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Finds a plug and pulls it::

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Stops in his tracks:: CNS: Wait for me to give you the signal. ::Pulls out the 4th crystal:: There!

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@Shira: Report!

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: The other Order of Rameus members reach the door to the lab and begin pounding on the door as they cannot open it.

TO_Bailey says:
@::Walks around, finding large pieces of metal and blocks all the entrances, wedging them shut::

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Finds another plug and pulls it too::

CEO_Corjet says:
#::Safely stows the crystals in the pouch he's made for them then quickly walks to the CNS::

TO_Bailey says:
@::Pounds on their side of the door and snarls at the people on the other side::

Shira_Donno says:
@XO: Sir, I would..umm."tend" to the lab technicians but the TO has already graciously done so, Sir.

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Stands and waits for CEO to get to her::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: The CSO pulls out one of the plugs and that does the trick.  The platform stops its upward ascent.

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@Looks to the barricade::

CSO_Taliza says:
@Self: Bingo!  XO: Platform has stopped!  ::Climbs up onto platform to pull wires::

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Motions to the CNS on how to take out the last crystal:: CNS: See?  I need to set the demolition charges. ::Pulls them out of his pack::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@Bailey: Bailey those are prisoners, not humanoid shields!

TO_Bailey says:
@::Doesn't see any more technicians, grabs his large pipe again and starts to bludgeon the closet technician::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@CSO: Good job!

TO_Bailey says:
@::Stops:: XO: Aye, Sir.

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@:: CEO: Now what do we do with them? Their friends are outside the door. Where shall we hide them?

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Climbs up 5 meters to the platform and opens maintenance hatch on weapon::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@CSO: Can we contact the Erie from here?

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: The Order of Rameus members outside the lab begin setting explosive charges.

CSO_Taliza says:
@XO: Haven't tried, Sir.  We're on radio silence.

CEO_Corjet says:
@XO: Shall I proceed with the demolition charges, Sir?

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Takes the crystal carefully::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@CEO: Not while we're trapped in here, Randy.

TO_Bailey says:
@::Squeezes one of the technicians so he yelps, so the people on the other side know that they are still alive, more or less::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@CSO: Not anymore! Try to contact them.

CSO_Taliza says:
@XO: Sorry, Sir, rather busy.

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Sighs and nods::  XO: That was my thought too. ::Walks over to the CNS and takes the crystal from her and carefully puts it in his pack::

TO_Bailey says:
@::Takes out his phaser, sets it to maximum, and prepares to weld the door::

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Pulls several wires from the weapon::

CEO_Corjet says:
@XO: Maybe I can use it to blast a hole in a wall to make an escape? ::Pulls out his tricorder and starts scanning for corridors near the room::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@Bailey: Bailey! One more action like that and I will place you on report and have you scrubbing waste treatments tanks!  Understood?

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Begins picking up telepathic thoughts from outside the room::

TO_Bailey says:
@::Puts his phaser away, isn't sure what he did but nods, afraid to say anything since he would most likely growl::

CSO_Taliza says:
@XO: Weapon disabled.  Contacting the ship now.

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Walks around the walls of the room while continuing to scan for corridors next to it::

CSO_Taliza says:
@COM: CO: Taliza to Erie!

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: There is no response to the CSO's COM to the Erie.

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::XO:: I have picked up a thought from someone outside this room, they are setting explosive charges out there!  We have to be ready for an explosion!

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@CEO: This passageway the weapon was going up, could we use it to reach the surface?

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Looks up and points his tricorder up to scan it:: XO: Scanning now, Sir.

CSO_Taliza says:
@XO: No response, Sir.

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@Shira/Bailey: Pull those prisoners back from the door then set up a defensive barricade, NOW!

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::XO: We have to get out of here!

TO_Bailey says:
@::Walks through a pile of blood and tracks it around the lab, making sure the room is secure::

Shira_Donno says:
@::Nods to the XO and looks to the TO before beginning to "rescue" the prisoners::

TO_Bailey says:
@::Grabs the legs of three technicians and hauls them across the floor to another corner::

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Turns around:: XO: We could but only with the platform, Sir.  ::Sighs::  That means we'll have to fix it.

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: Bailey drags three of the technicians across the floor leaving a large trail of blood smears.

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@CEO/CSO: Get on it. We have company coming!

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Climbs back down and plugs the platform back in::

TO_Bailey says:
@::Notices a large dent and a bent nose on one of the technicians as he leaves them in a corner and goes for more::

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Nods and heads over to the platform control:: CSO: You wouldn't happen to remember which bunch of wires seemed to be the ones? ::Lifts up a bunch of them and scans them::

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Watches the CSO work and nods his approval::

TO_Bailey says:
@::Finds a little cart, wheels it next to the technicians and begins to pile them onto the cart on top of one another::

Shira_Donno says:
@::Helps to TO carry the wounded technicians across the room::

CSO_Taliza says:
@CEO: I only pulled the wires connecting the firing mechanisms.  All we need to do is to figure out how to lower the platform.

TO_Bailey says:
@::Piles up six technicians and wheels the cart across the room to the corner::

CSO_Taliza says:
@CEO: The firing controls are independent of the platform controls.

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Nods and helps the CSO put the wires back together to get the platform working again::

TO_Bailey says:
@::Turns the cart over and dumps the technicians out, goes back for the rest::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@ALL: Everyone on the platform.  Once Cal and Randy get  it going, we don't want to wait.

CSO_Taliza says:
@CEO: Don't do that, Sir!  That'll re-enable the firing mechanism!

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@CNS: Once we start up, start trying to contact the Erie.

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@XO: I hear that they are not far from being ready to set the charges off, Sir.

CSO_Taliza says:
@CEO: Platform controls are working, I just plugged it back in.

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Stops in his tracks and pulls the wires far apart then secures them so there's no possibility of them ever getting close::

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Nods:: CSO: Aye. ::Turns to the XO::

TO_Bailey says:
@::Quickly throws the remaining technicians onto the cart, rockets across the floor, lets the cart go to plunge into the corner and rushes for the platform.  Has already barricaded the door with metal and bars::

CEO_Corjet says:
@XO: The CSO says it's working again. ::Smiles::

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: Power is restored to the platform and it begins rising up again.

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@ALL: Everyone on the platform now!

Shira_Donno says:
@::Climbs up onto the platform::

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Jumps onto the platform::

TO_Bailey says:
@::Wipes off his uniform and looks up as the platform rises::

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Looks to the CSO:: CSO: Good work, Cal!

CSO_Taliza says:
@All: I can't get it back down!  Everyone, quick, climb onto the platform!

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Helps Alana onto the platform::

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Climbs 5.5 meters to the top of the platform::

TO_Bailey says:
@::Still has his large pipe and his phaser::

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@Shira: Can I have your communicator for a moment?

Shira_Donno says:
@::Nods and hands her communicator to the CNS::

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Grabs one demolition charge and sets it to remote detonation then tosses it down the hole back into the room:: Self: Payback!  ::Waits to detonate it::

CSO_Taliza says:
@All: Going up.

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: The away team makes it onto the platform as it continues to rise.  A few moments later an explosion rocks the lab and the platform rocks.  Several Order of Rameus members enter the lab and begin firing at the Away Team.

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@Bailey! Bailey!

TO_Bailey says:
@::Looks down at the bloody room and red trails::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Returns fire::

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@:COM: USS Erie: USS Erie, this is the Away team, CNS Torez here, come in!

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Jumps down off of the control platform and ducks for cover::

TO_Bailey says:
@::Begins firing from the platform at the people::

CSO_Taliza says:
@CEO: Randy!!!!

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Pulls out the remote triggering device then holds it close to him as he doesn't want to explode it yet:: CSO: Yes? ::Looks up to the CSO::

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: A broken up COM signal is heard from the OPS station on the Erie.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Jumps up as he hears a voice through the COM::

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::COM: Erie: USS Erie, come in!

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: The explosive device the CEO threw down at the lab technician explodes rocking the platform and killing several of the members.

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Looks over at CEO: CEO: I think not, yet.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
COM: Away Team: CNS: Counselor, yes, we are reading your transmission.  What is your location? ::Motions to OPS to try to locate them::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Looks up the shaft::

Host SM_Darlene says:
<OPS> ::Scans the area and locates the position of the Away Team::  CO: I've got them, Sir.

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@CEO: Where’s your shuttle from here?

Host CO_Pavielion says:
FCO: Ensign, set course for the planet, full impulse.  ::Turns to the TO::  TO: Make weapons ready.

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@COM: Erie: OPS: Lock onto this COM signal.  All the Away team members are here and we need immediate beam out.

Host SM_Darlene says:
<FCO> CO: Aye, Sir!

Host SM_Darlene says:
<TO> CO: Aye, Sir, all weapons at full power!

Host SM_Darlene says:
<OPS> COM: CNS: Acknowledged.

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Looks over to the XO:: XO: I think they set it off, Sir.  ::Grins and actually laughs:: I didn't do it.  Not sure, Sir, I think the best way is to remote pilot them, Sir.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
OPS: As soon as we are within range, drop shields and transport the away team.  Have a medical team ready to meet them!

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The Erie moves towards Argolla Prime as the TO readies the weapons.

Host SM_Darlene says:
<OPS> CO: Aye, Sir.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Sits down and sends a coded message to the Seahawk, informing them of their status::

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Pulls out his PADD and opens up a secure channel to his shuttle then enters his command codes and orders it to power up:: XO: It's answered the commands and is powering up now.

Host SM_Darlene says:
@ACTION: The platform reaches it's full extension.

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@CEO: If the Erie can't pick us up, we'll need to get to it.  Distance to surface?

CSO_Taliza says:
@All: Ground floor, men’s wear, ladies wear, hardware and a way off this rock!

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@CEO: Direction to shuttle?

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Takes a science station and scans for enemy vessels, not wanting to get caught when they drop their shields::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
COM: Away Team: XO: Commander, do you have the crystals?

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@XO: I have reached the Erie, they are preparing for transport of all the Away teams.

Host Host SM_Darlene says:
%<Seahawk OPS> Admiral: Admiral, I am receiving a message from the Erie, Sir, they are moving into position.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Hopes that the Away Team can pick up his transmissions::

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Looks over to the CSO and grins:: Self: As long as we make it home. ::Taps on his PADD again:: Shuttle is just lifting off, Sir, 2 kilometers away.  ETA: 2 minutes.

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
COM: Erie: CO: Yes, we have the crystals.  The natives are hostile and we all need a bath.  ETA?

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Looks to the XO and taps on the pack that's in front of him, letting him know he's got them::

Host Adm_Mitchell-Seahawk says:
%Seahawk OPS: Acknowledged.  Seahawk FCO: Hold your position.  Seahawk CTO: Go to red alert.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
COM: Away Team: XO: 4 minutes, Commander, we will beam you directly here.  Order the shuttles to self-destruct if you can.  I do not think that we will get out of here without a fight, so be ready!

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@CSO: This thing… ::Points towards weapon:: is just a big chunk of metal without these crystals, right?

CSO_Taliza says:
@XO: Yes, Sir, but it can still self-destruct without them.

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Brings up the other shuttles on a secured channel then enters his access codes to remote pilot them:: XO: The other shuttles will be here in just over a minute, Sir.

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@COM: Erie: CO: Roger.

Host Host SM_Darlene says:
%ACTION: The Seahawk holds position as the ship goes to red alert mode.  The Order of Rameus ships are 5 minutes away from Argolla Prime.

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@Shira: I will have to hold your hand for a minute while we beam out, if you don't mind!

Host Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The Erie is approaching the beam out coordinates.

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@CEO: Set the shuttle down there, place it on self destruct, time 5 minutes, if the Erie doesn't get us, well take it.

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@ALL: Prepare to beam out of here!

Shira_Donno says:
@CNS: Don't mind, Sir, if that helps me get home.  ::Smiles::

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Prepares for beam out::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Picks up the Order of Rameus ships and sees that they will have a one minute window::  OPS: We have one minute to grab the away team and head off for the Seahawk.  We will need their added firepower to win this battle.

Host Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: Four Order of Rameus ships enter the sector.  The ships have their weapons powered and are ready to do battle.

Host SM_Darlene says:
<OPS> CO: Understood, Sir.

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Continues to fly the shuttles towards them then looks at the XO and pauses a moment:: XO: Self-destruct? ::Turns back to his work of remote piloting the shuttles::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@CEO: Aye, beaming out is faster and it sounds like there unfriendlies up there too.

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Brings up a map from the shuttles and orders them to land not far away from them then sets the self-destruct mechanism on them.  Walks over to the XO and hands him the PADD:: XO: Second command code is required, Sir.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Opens a COM::  COM: Order of Rameus vessels: This is Captain Pavielion of the USS Erie, state the reason for your hostility immediately!  Stand down or risk war with the Federation!  ::Doubts they will listen, but at least he has given fair warning::

Host Adm_Mitchell-Seahawk says:
%::Watches the tactical monitor on her console as the Order of Rameus ships pass her position.  Motions for the FCO to follow just out of range::

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Sighs at having to destroy some perfectly good shuttles::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Takes PADD and sighs deeply then enters his command code to self-destruct the shuttles. Once entered the PADD starts flashing red::

CSO_Taliza says:
@XO: Sir, no time like the present to get outta here.

Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: There is no response to the CO's hails.

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
COM: Erie: CO: We're ready and waiting for beam out, ETA?

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Takes the PADD back and continues to remote pilot the shuttles, mostly just directing them and not actually flying them.  Sets them on auto pilot:: XO: Done.

Host SM_Darlene says:
%ACTION: The Seahawk follows the Order of Rameus ships just out of range as they approach Argolla Prime.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
COM: XO: Now!  ::Turns to OPS::  OPS: Drop shields and energize!

CSO_Taliza says:
@::Preps to beam up::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@ALL: Up we go!

Host SM_Darlene says:
<OPS> CO: Aye, Sir!  ::Drops the shields and activates the transporters::

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Hears the CO say “Now” and stops in his tracks to be beamed up::

CNS_Krizra_Martia says:
@::Grabs Shira by the hand and reaches out for XO::

XO_Krizra_Tarzi says:
@::Grabs CNS hand as they beam up to the Erie::

Host Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The Away Teams are beamed back to the Erie transporter room.

CSO_Taliza says:
::Finds himself on the transporter pad and steps off, rushes to Bridge::

XO_Kerst says:
::Materializes on the Erie.  Gives Alana's hand a quick squeeze then steps off the pad::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Makes sure he has the crystals in his pack then nods to the XO:: XO: Main Engineering or the Bridge?

Ens_Rodchester says:
::Materializes and looks around::

XO_Kerst says:
ALL: Everybody report to battle stations!

CNS_Alana says:
::Let's go of Ensign Rodchester, nods and steps off the transporter pad::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Enters turbolift, commands it to Bridge.  Exits when it reaches the Bridge::

XO_Kerst says:
@::Follows CSO into the turbolift and onto the Bridge::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
OPS: Raise shields!  ::Turns::  FCO: Set a course for the Admiral's ship.

CEO_Corjet says:
XO: Aye! ::Runs out of the transporter room and heads to Main Engineering.  Taps on his COM badge and alerts Main Engineering that he's on his way and orders Baker 02 Engineering protocols::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Turns as the crew appears::  All: Battle stations everyone, we have several enemy vessels on an intercept course ::Turns to the XO::  XO: Commander, take tactical!

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Sir, mission successful.  ::Takes science::

Host Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The Order of Rameus ships open fire on the Erie rocking the ship violently.

CNS_Alana says:
::Sighs as she walks toward the Bridge, not feeling like they really did a good job::

XO_Kerst says:
CO: I take it we have friends up here?

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Grips his chair as the ship shakes::  TO: Return fire Ensign, concentrate on the lead vessel!

Host Host SM_Darlene says:
%<Seahawk CTO> Admiral: Admiral, they have opened fire on the Erie!

CSO_Taliza says:
::Scans the four ships::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Trips and stumbles as he runs then falls and quickly gets back up.  Enters the turbolift and heads to Main Engineering::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Turns::  XO: Yes, the Admiral is farther out, take tactical and return our greeting to the Order's ships!

XO_Kerst says:
::Smiles:: CO: With pleasure!

Host Adm_Mitchell-Seahawk says:
%Seahawk FCO: Bring us into weapons range, NOW!  Seahawk CTO: Fire as soon as we are in range!

XO_Kerst says:
::Moves to Tactical and assumes weapons control::  CO: Targeting phasers and locking torpedoes!  ::Fires phasers at lead ship::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Looks at the enemy vessels on the viewscreen::  XO: Empty the torpedo bays!  ::Hopes the ships are as old as the report indicated::

Ens_Rodchester says:
::Heads to the Bridge and glances around nervously::

Host Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The Erie's phasers hit the lead vessel, weakening its shields but the battle continues.

XO_Kerst says:
::Notices Rodchester enter the Bridge:: Rodchester: Here, take weapons control, I got my shot in.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Arrives in Main Engineering and quickly glances at the MSM then heads to the Master Situation Display and assumes command of Main Engineering:: ALL: Baker 02 protocols! ::Taps his codes into the console then transfers all available power to weapons and shields::

CEO_Corjet says:
*XO*: All power to weapons and shields, Sir. ::Moves over to the next console::

CSO_Taliza says:
::Continues active scanning of all four vessels::

Host Host SM_Darlene says:
%ACTION: The Seahawk opens fire with phasers from behind the Order of Rameus ships.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
XO: Secure those crystals, I don't want anyone beaming over and taking them.

Ens_Rodchester says:
::Nods and heads to the Tactical station::

CNS_Alana says:
::Enters Bridge and begins to assist at Ops::

XO_Kerst says:
Shira: Launch photon torpedoes, full spread!

CEO_Corjet says:
::Orders a group of engineers to man the Emergency Backup stations then goes to the weapons console::

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Sir, I'm attempting active scans on those ships.

Ens_Rodchester says:
::Nods to the XO: XO: Yes, Sir, full spread!  ::Fires the torpedoes::

Host Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The Order of Rameus ships fly circles around the Erie as they plummet the Erie with disruptor fire.  Shields on the Erie drop to 80%

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Sees Shira take over::  Shira: Use targeting scanners and concentrate weapons on their aft shields, they are the weakest.

Host Host SM_Darlene says:
%ACTION: Two of the Order of Rameus ships turn and begin attacking the Seahawk.

XO_Kerst says:
CSO: Find a kink in the shields for us.

CSO_Taliza says:
XO: Aye, Sir.  ::Scans shields::

XO_Kerst says:
CNS: Shield status?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Receives reports that the shields are down to 80% and orders primary crews to get on the repairs, reminding them of Baker 02 protocols::

Host Host SM_Darlene says:
%ACTION: The Seahawk is rocked from disruptor fire, her shields dropping to 85%.

CSO_Taliza says:
XO: The Captain's right, their weakest points are aft shields.

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Looks over to the CEO:: CEO: A present for your wife and kids? ::Grins::

CNS_Alana says:
XO: CEO reports shields down 80%, working of restoration.

Host Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The Erie's torpedoes hit their targets weakening the Order’s ship’s shields.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Laughs as he looks down to the pack then back to the console as he effects repairs to the shields:: EO: No.  ::Shakes his head and stops laughing:: Classified, Chad.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
FCO: Ensign, do not let us get trapped in a whirlpool, keep us under their disruptors!

XO_Kerst says:
CO: Those ships of theirs are more maneuverable then us.  Lets up their not as tough.

Host Adm_Mitchell-Seahawk says:
%::Rocks from the impact of the disruptor fire:: Seahawk FCO: Evasive pattern Delta 7!  Seahawk CTO: Photon torpedoes, full spread!

Host CO_Pavielion says:
XO: I am hoping that this is all that there are.  We will need to get back to the station before more of their friends show up.

Host Host SM_Darlene says:
%<Seahawk FCO> Admiral: Aye, Sir! ::Initiates evasive pattern Delta 7::

XO_Kerst says:
CSO: Top speed of those ships?

Host Host SM_Darlene says:
%<Seahawk CTO> Admiral: Aye, Sir!  ::Fires photon torpedoes::

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Nods and orders a security team into Main Engineering:: CEO: Bringing a security team in here.  ::Goes back to the propulsion systems:: Propulsion systems at 100%, Sir.

CSO_Taliza says:
XO: Checking.

Host Host SM_Darlene says:
%ACTION: The Seahawk’s torpedoes weaken the Order’s shields but they continue to fire on the Seahawk.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
OPS: Cut power to unused decks and transfer the power to the shields.  ::Looks at the viewscreen::  FCO: Attack pattern Charlie One.  ::Glances to Rodchester::  Rodchester: Do not let up on the weapon's fire!

CSO_Taliza says:
XO: Only warp 3, Sir.

Ens_Rodchester says:
::Nods to the CO and continues hitting the aft shields of the Order of Rameus ships::

CNS_Alana says:
<OPS> CO: Cutting power to unused decks and transferring it to shields now, Sir!

Host Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The darkness of space is brightly lit from the battle.  Weapon beams continue to hit the Erie and Seahawk as they return fire.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Nods and moves over to the back up generator console.  Takes a scan of them and then orders them to produce power at 105% of their rated power output:: *XO*: Over driving the backup generators to 105%, Sir.  ::Taps on the console:: Transferring power to weapons and shields now. ::Activates the power transfer::

Host Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The Erie’s torpedoes take down the aft shields of one of the Order’s ships.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Sees a few sparks from a tactical panel, checks it out::  *CEO*: Commander, disruptor fire just took out the starboard targeting scanners, I need them back up now!

Host SM_Darlene says:
%ACTION: The Seahawk manages to take out one of the ships as it explodes, rocking the Seahawk violently.

CEO_Corjet says:
*CO*: Aye!  On it, Sir!  ::Runs over to the targeting scanner console::: I have the crystals with me, Sir and a security team is here too.  ::Taps on the console to diagnose the problem or problems::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
FCO: Keep the ships from our starboard side, we have no scanners over there for a while ::Turns::  Shira: Find the closet ship and launch a volley of torpedoes at its aft shield emitters.

Host Host SM_Darlene says:
%ACTION: Smoke fills the Bridge of the Seahawk as a console explodes, injuring two crewmembers.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Sees that the Seahawk is taking a lot of fire::  Shira: Target all the vessels and randomly fire phasers at each one, we need to draw their attention over to us!

Host Adm_Mitchell-Seahawk says:
%::Stands from the command chair:: Seahawk OPS: Activate ventilators and get a med team up here!

Host Host SM_Darlene says:
%Seahawk CTO: Continuous fire, take out the other vessel.

Ens_Rodchester says:
CO: Yes, Sir! ::Randomly fires phasers at the other ships::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Manually starts the backup scanners after running a diagnostic on them:: *CO*: You now have backup targeting scanners activated on the starboard side. ::Taps on the console again then heads back to the MSD with the tactical officers right behind him::

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Springs from his chair and grabs a side tactical station as Shira fires the phasers, loads and launches a volley of torpedoes at the closet ship to the Seahawk::

Host Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The Erie's phaser fire hits the Order of Rameus ship with the damaged shields setting off an explosion that rocks the Erie.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Goes back to his chair::  Shira: Increase the torpedoes yield by 30%.

CEO_Corjet says:
@::Grabs onto a railing as the ship rocks and falls on his rear with many other Engineers.  Quickly gets back up::

XO_Kerst says:
CSO: What's the status of the Seahawk?

Host CO_Pavielion says:
::Lurches from his chair and hits the deck::

Ens_Rodchester says:
::Nods and adjusts the torpedoes then continues firing volleys of torpedoes and phaser fire::

CSO_Taliza says:
XO: Moderate damage, smoke is filling the Bridge.

Host Host SM_Darlene says:
%ACTION: The Seahawk manages to take out the other Order of Rameus ship then turns to concentrate her weapons on the one remaining vessel.

XO_Kerst says:
@CSO: Does she still have warp power?

CSO_Taliza says:
XO: Yes.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks down at the console as he sees a few more red lights start to blink:: EO: Chad, get over to the shield generators. ::Frowns:: You know what to do. ::Looks back at the console and frantically taps away at it::

Host Adm_Mitchell-Seahawk says:
%Seahawk CTO: Target the last vessel and fire torpedoes!

XO_Kerst says:
CO: Sir, we got what we came for.  We can outrun these ships and fight another day on our terms.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
Shira: Target that last vessel's aft shields with the port phaser array.

CEO_Corjet says:
<EO Chad> ::Nods and quickly leaves Main Engineering with a small engineering team following close behind::

Host Adm_Mitchell-Seahawk says:
%Seahawk OPS: Open a COM to the Erie.

Ens_Rodchester says:
::Nods and does as the CO says:: CO: Aye, Sir

Host SM_Darlene says:
%<Seahawk OPS> Admiral: Aye, Sir!  Channel open, Sir.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
XO: I doubt the Seahawk can leave under warp right now with her damage and with only one ship left it should not be a problem.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Looks over at the power transfer conduit display as an engineer yells at him then quickly brings up the data on the MSD::

Host Adm_Mitchell-Seahawk says:
%COM: Erie: CO: This is Admiral Mitchell.  Set course back to Kootenai Station immediately, we will deal with the last fighter.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
CSO: Are the Seahawk's warp engines still operational?

CEO_Corjet says:
*XO/CO*: I hope this battle doesn't last much longer I have a main power transfer conduit starting to overheat.

CSO_Taliza says:
CO: Yes, Sir.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
COM: Seahawk: Aye, Sir.  ::Turns to FCO::  FCO: Break off pursuit and engage at warp nine for Kootenai Station.

Host Host SM_Darlene says:
%ACTION: The Seahawk let's loose with one last volley of torpedoes directly hitting the Order of Rameus vessel destroying it.

CEO_Corjet says:
::Waves over some engineers and heads towards the primary power transfer conduit and taps at its controls then motions them to follow him down the conduit walkway::

Host SM_Darlene says:
<FCO> CO: Aye, Sir.  ::Taps the helm controls and turns the Erie heading for Kootenai Station::

XO_Kerst says:
*CEO*: We heading home, Randy, take the weapons offline but keep those shields up, for now.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
OPS: Transfer power back to the warp engines.  ::Turns::  Shira: Stand down from red alert.

Host Adm_Mitchell-Seahawk says:
%Seahawk FCO: Set course for Kootenai Station, warp 9.  Engage!

CSO_Taliza says:
CO/XO: That's it!  They're all gone!

Ens_Rodchester says:
::Nods and disengages the red alert::

Host Host SM_Darlene says:
ACTION: The Erie and Seahawk warp out of the system headed back to Kootenai Station damaged but not too severely.

CNS_Alana says:
<OPS>: Aye, Sir.

XO_Kerst says:
CSO: Keep an eye out for any guests waiting in our way.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
XO: Are the crystals secured, Commander?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Motions the Engineering Team to go to the transfer conduit.  Then quickly heads back to the MSD:: *XO*: Aye, Sir!  Just in time. ::Pulls that transfer conduit back down to its rated specifications for warp flight mode power transfer::

CSO_Taliza says:
XO: Aye, Sir.  ::Actively scans the route back to the station::

CNS_Alana says:
<OPS> ::Transfers power back to remaining decks and warp engines::

XO_Kerst says:
CO: Randy had them when we beamed back.  I'm not sure where he's got them now. I'll find out.

XO_Kerst says:
*CEO*: Umm…Randy, where are those, umm…packages we picked up?

CEO_Corjet says:
::Yawns and looks at the two tactical officers:: TO: Looks like I made it back and in one piece.  ::Sighs::

CNS_Alana says:
::Turns toward XO as she hears him ask about the crystals::

CEO_Corjet says:
::Pats the pack that’s strapped to his chest:: *XO*: I have them right here, Sir.

Host CO_Pavielion says:
XO: As soon as we reach the station, I want them taken to security and immediately locked away under heavy guard.  In the meantime, have the entire away team report to Sickbay for treatment and reverse plastic surgery.

XO_Kerst says:
*CEO*: Please arrange a suitable holding area for them with security.

CEO_Corjet says:
*XO*: Aye, Sir, I have two security officers with me at the moment.

XO_Kerst says:
CO: Permission to leave the Bridge and clean up?

Host CO_Pavielion says:
XO: Granted.

Host SM_Darlene says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Kootenai Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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